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Possible Pictorial Messages
For Communication With
Extralterrestri aI I'nte 11 igences
Douglas Vakoch*
ABSTRACT - If we want to communicate with extraterrestrial intelligences, we must encode information we wish to transmit. I have designed some messages which could be sent to other intelligences.
There are three possible message types: linguistic, formalized (like computer languages) and pictorial.
I chose to study pictorial. I limited my investigation to two-dimensional messages. By using a square
format with prime numbers as the lengths of sides, the decoding process would be made easier. Like
the prime number, square format, the use of a group of pulses as a name for the object shown in the
picture had previously been suggested. I developed this idea further to include adjectives, verbs and
adverbs. I believe that sequence is of prime importance. By interrelating pictographs, I designed a
short sequence depicting motion . I also made use of isolation .

Discussion.
In dealing with pictorial messages the first question whic)1
must be answered is: "Will other intelligences have eyes so
that they can see pictorial messages?" The answer is probably
"yes" . To qualify for being intelligent ET! would need a
method to gather information about their surroundings
through sensors.
Some of these sensors would probably be for visual radiation,
not necessarily in the range visable to human eyes, but visual
nevertheless. Dr. Thomas Gold of Cornell University said :
"I would venture to say , while I do not know what some
creature on some other planet might look like, that if it is
fairly highly evolved and if it is based on the base basic biologican mechanisms as we are (it no doubt will have totally
different body shape, and so on) there is a high probability
that its eyes will look rather similar." 1

Previously it had been suggested to reserve a space in each
pictograph for a noun naming the pic ture. I expanded this
idea further by showing verbs, adverbs, and adjectives (Fig. 2) .
No two words ( except the noun and verb) touch each other
or the picture . This boundary is meant to aid in decoding.
The position of the parts of speech remains the same in each
frame . This idea could be developed even further by including other parts of speech. The only requisite would be to
increase the size of the pictograph.
Use of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in pictographs
is not entirely based on logic. There are perhaps other methods of communicating such information, but I have not
investigated them. However , by using the parts of speech
that we use on earth, we are telling ETI about our linguistic
patterns. This in itself gives them information about our
culture .

To date I know of only one serious message intentionally
sent from earth to other stars. It was sent from the Arecibo
radio telescope in Puerto Rico in 1974 and directed towards
the Great Cluster in Hercules. It consisted of 73 consecutive
groups of 23 pulses of two slightly different frequencies
each.

In my series of pictographs I made each frame 13 x 13 bits.
Like the Arecibo message, I used prime numbers for the dimensions of each frame. To aid decoding even more, I used
the same prime number, 13 , and squared it for the dimensions. The individual frames could be separated by a unit of
time when no pulses would be sent.

Before I begin discussing my original work I would like to
define terms I will be using.
Bit - one unit of information describing one or
two possibilities that could occur with equal
probability; shown as a white or black square .

For each word I reserved a 2 x 5 rectangle. Thus, I set aside
10 bits for words. This means that there are 210 or(l024)
possible words. One combination (all "white" bits) means
that there is no word for that part of speech, so in reality
there are only I 023 word possibilities. This could be quadrupled if each part of speech had all 1023 possibilities.
Each 2 x 5 combination would then be used four times (once
for each part of speech). The different position would indicate that it is a different word . I assigned symbols for
these parts of speech according to the order that they were
introduced in the sequence (Fig. 3). Starting in the upper
left-hand corner, I first made all possible combinations with
two bits (second bit and then a combination of the first and
second bits). Going on I made all of the combinations with
three bits and then started with four.

Picture - a representation of an obj,ect (noun) in
two dimensions.
Corner area - the 2 x 2 unit area in the lower
righthand corner. The corner bit signals beginnings and ends of isolation and magnification sequences.
Pictograph - a combination of a picture and one
or more words.
Frame - one pictograph .
Sequence - a series of consecutive frames .

The most basic words, in my opinion, are the noun and verb .
These are both located by the CQrner area, which is vital
itself. The adjective is on the noun side and the adverb is on
the verb side. This is because the adjective modifies the
noun while the adverb modifies the verb.
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ff two or more new words are in traduced in one pictograph
(for example, Frames 2 and 3) they are assigned symbols
in the following order: noun, verb, adjective and adverb.
The significance of this order is that the cornermost words
are assigned symbols first. Also, the bottom word of each
pair (noun or adjective) is assigned a symbol before the side
word ( the verb or adverb) . An alternate method would be to
assign symbols to the words in the order that the parts of
speech were in traduced. In my series of pictographs this
order is noun (Frame I), adjective (Frame 2), verb (Frame 3),
and adverb (Frame 12).
Corner bits (Fig. 4) are instrumental in connecting the individual frames . The rnrnermost bit signals that the fol'lowing sequence will isolate part of the picture in the current
pictograph. Within the corner area and opposite this bit is
the bit that indicates the end of the isolation sequence. By
using the isolation sequence it is possible to show new words.
This is first shown in Frames 1-4. The arm is isolated in
Frame 2. Note, it is in the same position in the picture area
as the arm in Frame I. The arm is then abducted in Frame 3.

I

To show what the adjective means I contrasted ' 1LOWERED"
in Frame 2 with "RAISED" in Frame 3 . To confirm that
the three bits in the picture area represent the arm, a human
being is shown in Frame 4. The human being is the same a:;
the one in Frame 1, with the exception of the arm being
raised to the position it was last left in in Frame 3. Isolation
sequences are useful by themselves, but they can be made even
more valuable if they are used in conjunction with magnincation sequences.
As with isolation , a corner bit is used to signal magnification.
There are two bits left which can be used . One thing that I
tried to do throughout my project was to remain consistent.
In keeping with this objective I chose to use the bit on the
noun-adjective side because this is the side that I gave priority
to in assigning symbols for words.
In Frames 5 and 6 the first magnification sequence is shown.
The hand, which was previously isolated fr om the human
being, is shown in greater deatil in Frame 6. The noun is the
same in Frames 5 and 6, indicating that the subject is the
same. The other corner bit is used to show the end of the
magnification sequence. More than one corner bit can be
used in each frame, as shown in Frame 6.
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Beginning with Frame 7 another isolation sequence starts .
The head is isolated in Frame 8 and magnified in Frame 9.
Just as one set of parentheses can be placed within another in
an algebraic equation, one isolation (or magnificatio n)
sequence can also be placed within another. In Frame 10 the
eye is isolated. By surrounding the eye with black bits I was
able to isolate it. Witho ut these black bits there would have
been no picture .
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In Frames 11-14 the eye is seen closing. A new part of speech
is also introduced , the adverb . At this point the adverb
doens't mean anything, just as "LOWERED" didn't mean
anything until "RAISED" was shown. But when the same
sequence minus one frame is shown in Frames 15-17 it is
evident that the first adverb was "SLOWLY" and the second
is "QUICKLY". More properly there should be a sequence
between Frames 14 and 15 showing the eye opening. In
Frame 18 the head is now shown , this time with the right
eye closed. This is because that was the condition the eye was
in in the last frame (Frame I 7). Finally a human being ends
the series in Frame 19.
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One problem that I haven't fully considered is in what order
to send the bi ts for each frame . As 1 mentioned earlier,
the bits in the Arecibo message were sent in a left to right,
top to bottom order. I believe that whatever method is used
it should be based on something universal. One possibility
would be basing it on the theory of the expanding universe.
First the center bit would be sent, then one of the bits surrounding the center bit, and so on with the outside bits
being sent last. A universal system would aid in decoding but
I believe that almost any simple, systematic method could
be decoded .
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Conclusions.

At trus stage a discussion of signals from ET! is necessarily
theoretical. It will remain so un ti! we acquire actual messages. But unless we know how we would encode information
about ourselves and our surroundings we really wouldn't
stand much of a chance of decoding information we get from
ETI.
I believe that we should listen before we send out any more
signals. There is no foreseeable danger of direct attack by
aliens if we only listen, and the time it takes to enter into
CETI could be reduced by intercepting messages that have
already been sent. But , after a few decades, ii; we foil to
receive any messages, we might have to send out our own
messages .
Frame
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There are areas which I did not fully consider. One of these
was the order that the bits from each frame should be sent
(i.e. left to right, top to bottom; from the center bit towards
the sides; etc.). The number of frames I made was limited
because of the time it took to draw each one. If I decide to
do my science fair project on this same subject next year I
may construct a visual character generator ard a mass
storage memory system to speed up the process or designing
messages.
*DOUG LAS VA KOCH is a junior at Ada High School.
He is active in speech and debate. He is currently the
President of the Ada Chapter of the Minnesota Junior
Academy of Science.
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